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The Whippoorwill 
by J.O.Tate 

"The pure products of America 

go crazy." 
-William Carlos Williams 

Robert Mitchum: 
"Baby, I Don't Care" 

by Lee Server 
New York: St. Martin's Press; 

S90 pp., $32.50 

The go-to-hell attitude, unique fea
tures, and deceptive talent bv which 

we know Robert Mitchum (19l'7-1997) 
were the product of his heredity and ex
perience. His father was a Scotch-Irish 
Soutli CaroHnian with some Amerindian 
blood —he died young in a railroad acci
dent. His mother was Norwegian on 
both sides, a bohemian woman of imagi
nation who bequeathed a love of poetrv', 
literature, and music to her son. Miteh-
um's anarchic spirit was both inherited 
and taught by his environment: Bridge
port, Connechcut, Delaware, and New 
York Cih', where his older sister went in
to show biz at an early age. As a bov, 
Mitchum alreadv- wrote and raised hell, 
and read Jack London and Jim Tullv. 

At 14, he left home with his mother's 
blessing to discover the big wodd, riding 
the rails in Depression America, freezing 
and starving, scrounging and hustling, 
seeing men die, and winding up rather 
notoriously on a chain gang in Savannah, 
Georgia. Mitchum himself declared that 
e\er\thing in America that is not nailed 
dow n winds up in California, so he did, 
too. Marr\'ing his childhood sweetheart 
and moving into a converted chicken 
coop, he worked with no aim in the early 
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1940's, unhl he found his calling in the 
theater. Soon, he was the unshaven 
heax-y for Hopalong Cassid}-, and before 
the war vsas over, he was a rising star in 
Hollywood. He was on his wa\, and the 
list of movies stretches for decades. If 
Mitchum never took HolKvvood serious
ly, neither did he turn his back on the 
money, the chance to travel the world, 
nor the opportunit}' to exercise his con
siderable talents. 

Mitchum was no mere movie actor. 
He achieved, as some others have done, 
an iconic status —he became a god, as 
Parker Tyler would have it, a celluloid 
immortal. Wlien he was young, the pub
licists formed a club of the "Mitchum 
Droolettes," so great was his magnetism 
and their vulgarity. One bobby-soxer 
gushed, "He has the most immoral face 
I've ever seen!" (She meant that as praise, 
of course.) Mitchum more than survived 
the crisis of a marijuana bust and jail 
term in I94S —he came out of it with en

hanced stature. The bad boy had to be 
bad, and the public liked him that way. 
Both the pot and the booze continued to 
be processed for a lifehme. Planting mar
ijuana by his mailbox, Robert Mitchum 
showed an American spirit of defiance at 
odds with our national mythology, but 
not with our national character. 

Robert Mitchum has today become 
his movies, save in the memories of fam-
ilv and friends. I suppose that there are 
hvo genres for v\'hich he is best remem
bered and America is known around the 
world; certain of those will remain of per
manent interest. Because of the popular
ity of the Western wheir he began his 
career—as well as his own brawny na
ture—Mitchum made many Westerns. 
Wliile most such films are bad. Pursued 
(1947) is distincfive as a noir Western — 
"lit by matches," as Mitchum liked to 
sav—and will never be forgotten. Blood 
on the Moon (1948) is another jewel; T/7e 
Lust}' Men (19S2) is the best rodeo movie 
ever made; and 'Lrack of the Cat (1954), 
The Wonderful Country (1959), and LI 
Dorado (1967) are also superior works. 
Mitchum never looked silly in costume, 
and with his voice, inflecfions, and body 
language, he put his own brand on the 
horse opera, forever. 

In another —and not u n r e l a t e d -
mode, Mitchum did more than make his 
mark. Martin Scorsese has declared, 
"Mitchum was film noir." And he was, 
from the get-go. Don Miller has called 
When Strangers Marry (1944) "the finest 
B film ever made," Out of the Past 
(1947) is an acknowledged masterpiece, 
thought by many to be the best noir of 
them all. At least three of Mitchum's 
RKO movies are still regidarly screened 
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by cinephiles. Where Danger Lives 
(1950) is prime noir. His Kind of Woman 
(1951), an extravagant pre-postmodern 
noir experiment, remains highly appeal
ing today. (Ironing his money, Mitch-
um's character declares, "When I'm 
broke, I press my pants.") Angel Face 
(1952) is high on the list of ?7o/rs—it was 
one of Jean-Luc Godard's favorite Amer
ican films. The Night of the Hunter 
(1955) is remarkable for many reasons. 
The only film directed by Charles Laugh-
ton, Hunter—which is American Gothic 
to the max—depends altogether on the 
riveting performance of Mi tchum, in 
spite of its extravagant retro stylistics. No 
one who has seen Harry Powell, with 
L-O-V-E and H-A-T-E tattooed on his 
fingers, has ever forgotten this peak of 
Mitchumness. Cape Fear (1962) shares 
such a distinction: Max Cady—snide, in
sinuating, cunning, and as at home in 
dark water as an alligator—is a monster 
without a fright-wig in a film whose 
daunting ambivalence may be underesti
mated even today. 

But having embodied the noir cycle 
for nearly two decades, Mitchum was 
more than prepared for neo-noir. The 
Friends of Eddie Coyle (1973) showed 
something of his range, as if we had not 
suspected the extent of it already. 
Farewell, My Lovely (1975) is a loving 
goodbye to the 40's, a superb retro-pas
tiche of the world that Raymond Ghan-
dler had imagined and that Mitchum, 
who had known Chandler , had both 
achially lived in and made "real" on film 
30 years before. As the years went by, 
Mitchum was more and more an icon 
out of context, often wasted in dubious 
projects. He had a cameo in the disas
trous remake oi Cape Fear (1991), as 
Hollywood increasingly lost touch with 
itself. Toward the end, Mitchum ap
peared in a hip neo-Western called Dead 
Man (1995). In a way, that was fitting. 
He had become a totem, and looked it. 

The particular reason for which I 
picked up Lee Server's biography 

was the same that had driven me through 
so many other books about Robert 
Mitchum. I wanted to know all I could 
find out about Mitchum's remarkable 
Thunder Road (1958), and I found Serv
er's treatment quite satisfactory. I wanted 
to understand why I had remembered 
that movie so well for over four decades, 
something in which I was hardly alone. 
Thunder Road remains a cult classic to
day. When it was released, it was a hit 

that recycled across the South for years— 
a case of Hix Don't Nix Stix Pix —and 
Mitchum's recording of "The Ballad of 
Thunder Road" was twice a hit on the na
tional charts. And to know Thunder 
Road, you have to know Mitchum, who 
wrote the story, wrote the songs, pro
duced the film and starred in it, and 
hired his son James to play his brother. 
Thunder Road has been seen as a road 
movie, as a hillbilly movie, as the progen
itor of many trashy dri\e-in movies and 
even of—God help us —The Dukes of 
Hazzard. But Mitchum's most personal 
film can be understood more productive
ly in other ways. 

Thunder Road is a thriller about a 
whiskey-runner, Luke Doolin, who is 
chased by the revenuers and muscled bv 
the encroaching Mob. He oscillates be
tween the Rillow Valley and his family 
and the nice girl who pursues him, and 
Memphis, where he delivers the goods 
and sees the chanteuse Francie (played 
by Keely Smith). His combative tem
perament is offset by his melancholy, be
cause he knows he does not fit in with de
velopments. He urges his brother to 
embrace a technical career, reserving the 
speed and the violence for himself As he 
says, "Someday I've got to fall." The dy
namite with which the goons destro)' his 
car and his counterpart in a plot to de
stroy him is also the explosive that the 
feds use to blow up the stills. Paradoxi
cally, the technological advancement 
that soups up his Fords will also render 
his people's way of life obsolete. Luke is 
doomed. His final crash was pirated as 
stock footage in They Saved Hitler's Brain 
(1963). Sic transit gloria mundi. 

Fortified by rockabilly music, by 
Arthur Ripley's location shooting, b\' the 
locals who filled the movie with authen
tic presence and tones, and even by en
dearing continuity errors and other signs 
of cheap production values. Thunder 
Road is, I think, the greatest of B movies. 
John Belton, writing in 1976, saw Thun
der Road as a personal work keyed to "the 
self destructive aspects of Mitchum's per
sonality." In a brief comment in the 
shrewdest book on Mitchum before Serv
er's, David Downing (1985) has grasped 
the structure of the film behind the 
thriller surface, the polarity between Ril
low Valley and Memphis, between fami
ly and Francie. Seeing the film as "per-
\aded by melancholy," he also sees it as 
an allegory of its creator's ambivalences 
and frustrations: "Making movies has 
been Mitchum's Thunder Road." 

The most instructive comments on 
Thunder Road that I have seen appear in 
J.W. Williamson's striking Hillbillyland 
(1995). Williamson's broad sweep helps 
him to view the film as the progenitor of 
many a Southern road mo\ie—and not 
without reason. This very breadth, how
ever, flattens out our sense of perspective, 
since Thunder Road towers over any oth
er such film. Even so, Williamson un
derstands that Thunder Road changed 
the view of the hillbilly as an "exotic" by 
treating the moonshining business from 
the inside—it shows the community pre-
ciseh' as a community, and never as ec
centric or villainous. He knows, too, that 
"the movie . . . constructs a full-fledged 
tragedy and introduces a hero, Luke 
Doolin, who must die for his people." 

Williamson identifies two symbols, 
placed there by Mitchum, that allow us 
read the film. The first is the pennant 
hanging on his bedroom wall: the "battle 
pennon of the 52nd Regiment, 7th Army 
Division," an explicit sign of Doolin's 
doom. As one of his father's peers, Jesse 
Penlon, says "He's got a machine gun
ner's attitude and death don't faze him 
much." Luke Doolin, alienated by expe
rience from his community, cannot re
lent from his destructive and self-destruc
tive course. The other symbol is "the 
ominous bird of freedom, the whippoor-
will." Keely Smith as Francie sings 
Mitchum's song three times, and we are 
reminded that The Whippoorwill was the 
film's original tide. Williamson goes so 
far as to point out, brilliantiy, that when 
Doolin leaps from Carl Kogan's window 
onto a convenient dump truck loaded 
with sand, he flies like a free but doomed 
bird himself, one who cannot be manip
ulated by the music of Kogan's tape 
recorder. Here we must add that "The 
Ballad of Thunder Road" identifies 
Doolin as a "whippoonvill" in its second 
line. We may add that, when Luke first 
goes to see his daddy at the still and tells 
him about the death of Niles Penlon, his 
father replies about having heard a 
corpse-bird. 

I am dissatisfied not so much with 
Williamson's treatment oi Thunder Road 
as with his category, "hillbillies." Neither 
am I comfortable with the exclusive asso
ciation oi Thunder Road with junk like 
any number of road mo\ ies about good 
old boys. So how should Thunder Road 
be classified? I have hvo answers that I 
hope will renew appreciation for this 
oldie-but-goodie. 

The first is to place the film in the cate-
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gory of film noir, which may seem either 
an obvious or a weak suggestion—but it is 
not a suggestion I have seen anywhere. 
Thunder Road is not listed in any book on 
noir I know, not even in Silver and Ward's 
encyclopedic account. But noir says 
something about Mitchum's imagination. 
After all, Mitchum was one of the stalwarts 
of film noir; add to that the vision of night, 
of darkness, of the day-for-night shots in 
Thunder Road, as well as the familiar asso
ciation with violence, automobiles, crime, 
cops, and—above all—doom. The rustic 
setting is no problem, since there is so 
much urban business. Carl Kogan and 
his hoods would be right at home in a film 
noir—and so is the nightclub singer, Fran-
cie. Besides, Moonrise (1949) is a noir set 
in the rural South. 

But another category suggests itself as 
well, and that is the "Southern"—so I call 
it in parallel with "Western." There is a 
lot to say about Thunder Road as a South
ern movie—more than a movie set in the 
South, it's a movie about the South. We 
have the display of Southern accents and 
manners, folklore and music, values and 
culture. Williamson has noted much 
(though not all) of this, in Doolin's 
chivalric attitudes toward women, his re
spect for his parents, and solicitude for 
his brother. The scene in the tobacco 
barn, in which the men of the communi
ty discuss their options, is very effective, 
indeed one of the best depictions of 
humble democracy, of community in ac
tion, ever filmed. (Such a scene can be 
compared with similar ones in Shane.) 
The scene at church is authentic, as is 
the boredom of Robin Doolin and the 
absence of Luke. 

More powerfully Southern, in a 
larger sense, is the evocation of di

alectical opposition — social, economic, 
and otherwise. Because the South 
lagged behind in economic and social 
development, it has always been used as 
the ostensible topic or as a vehicle of 
dramatization, in Swallow Bam before 
the Civil War, and in Gone With the 
Wind long after. When the men discuss 
secession in the great opening scene of 
the novel and movie, Scarlett O'Hara is 
preoccupied with her manipulations. 
The contrast is effective throughout the 
stor}-. Scarlett kills a Yankee, but she also, 
as a capitalist, becomes one. She gains 
wealtii and loses the reason to have any. It 
is a universal story, not just a Southern one, 
though set firmly in Georgia. The dialecti
cal vision is of two opposed economies and 

societies that, melded in war, create a syn
thesis in which the strong survive —at a 
cost. Marx would have understood. Hegel 
would have seen Scarlett as alienated not 
from her labor (or that of her fatlier's slaves) 
but from herself Gone With the Wind, 
misread to this day, shares something pow
erful with ThunderRoad—which is known 
as "the Gone With the Wind of the drive-
ins," as Server has noted. 

Lucas Doolin is, like Scarlett O'Hara, 
a partly admirable but self-destructive 
protagonist. He exists within communi
ty, but deep down is not part of it, as his ri
vals ("cousins") and the women who love 
him know. Predisposed to violence and 
never backing down from a challenge, he 
has no future. The Southern back
ground (here, the Cumberland country, 
Tennessee and Kentucky) is the scene of 
dialectical conflict because of the possi
bility of contrast. The bureaucratic T-
men (or ATF agents, as we would say to
day) are as much the enemy as the urban 
crooks. Either way, whether through le
gal nicety and taxpaying, or through the 
illegal mob operation, the moonshining 
enterprise has no hope of maintaining its 
base, its innocence, or its liberty. Papa 
Doolin says otherwise: "We'll be back in 
business, brighteyed and bushytailed as 
ever." But today, in fact, moonshine does 
not cut much mustard. Marijuana is the 
surreptitious cash cow in the contempo
rary South. 

Many familiar films show a dialectical 
background such as I have indicated, 
what Andrew Lytic has called, in refer
ence to fiction, "the enveloping action." 
The sense of time passing and inevitable 
change haunts many a Western of quali
ty. Indeed, the passing of the old order is 
the explicit topic of the most famous 
Westerns. Shane (1953) makes a sugges
tive comparison with Thunder Road. The 
dialectic is clear; The old cattle baron, 
Ryker, cannot long stand in the way of 
progress in the form of the homesteaders. 
The hired killer Wilson forces the gun-
fighter Shane to return to his violent ways, 
which he does out of love for the Starrett 
family. The scene in Grafton's general 
store is suggestive of economic develop
ment and nostalgia as well: The home
steaders gawk at the catalogue, and Shane 
is shocked by the price of store-bought 
clothes. He regresses to his old buckskins 
as he discusses with Ryker the obsoles
cence of their respective ways of life: "The 
difference is, I know it." 

Thunder Road has a similar sense of so
cial and economic conflict. Luke Doolin 

is a darker character, however, than 
Shane, who seems a paladin out of a ro
mance. But the affinity with Shane and 
other such Westerns, I think, shows some
thing of the stature of Thunder Road as 
more than a noi'r melodrama. It is a 
Southern-situated tieatinent of the ongo
ing crisis of modernization, which is the 
great topic of our consideration in the me
dia of discourse, from Defoe to Tolstoy to 
Margaret Mitchell —and to Robert 
Mitchum, whom I have wanted to thank 
since 1958. Better too late than never. 

I thank Lee Server as well. Robert 
Mitchum is not only the best book about 
Mitchum and his movies—it is also the 
best book I have ever seen about Holly
wood. I think its distinctions are twofold. 
First, it takes us as close as possible to the 
personality of an enigmatic man, and 
shows us, past the barroom brawls and 
bad-boy antics, a man who was gifted, 
sensitive, and even sweet. Server shows 
us how Mitchum was impaled on the 
horns of a dilemma. A natural rebel, he 
was trapped by the need to become part 
of the system in order to afford his dis
tance from it. Robert Mitchum's sense of 
absurdity, earned the hard way, was 
bound to be stimulated to unendurable 
exasperation in La-La Land. Whatever 
Mitchum was, he was not a phony, and 
reading about him can be a great plea
sure. He was hard to know but easy to en
joy. When George Peppard asked him if 
he had ever studied the Stanislavsky 
Method, Mitchum replied, "No, but I've 
stLidied the Smirnoff Method." 

The other distinction of Server's 
Mitchum, I think, is its nuanced preci
sion in defining the moment and the val
ue of so many films. The directors and 
their idiosyncrasies, the cinematogra-
phers, the other actors, the exact social 
and political contexts of a given situa
tion—it is all there and almost always 
spot on. There are a few passages where 
Server assumes the leftist interpretation 
of the anticommunist episode, but that 
has long been routine. Otherwise, Lee 
Server has excelled in rendering the per
sonality and the career that we know 
from 54 years before the camera. He has 
shown us the Mitchum who was c r azy -
like a fox. Defiant to the end, Mitchum 
was on oxygen as his lungs failed him and 
cancer destroyed him. Ofthe oxygen, he 
said, "I only need it to breathe." The last 
thing he did was smoke an unfiltered Pall 
Mall—before he flew on to the only real 
freedom there is. 
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The Truce Is Over 
by Clyde Wilson 

TTie Long Truce: How Toleration 
Made the World Safe for 

Power and Profit 
by A.]. Conyers 

Dallas: Spence Publishing Company; 
266 pp., $27.95 

Toleration in public life, the agree
ment to disagree peaceably, is one 

of the great achievements of Western 
man. Toleration can sometimes be 
found in static societies, but in dynamic 
societies, it is rare—save for a few recent 
centuries of European civilization. 

The disaster of the 17th-century reli
gious wars and—even more, perhaps — 
the discovery of the practical benefits of an 
empirical attitude toward truth generated 
a certain openness, a willingness to live 
and let live in matters of faith. Nonethe
less, the happy era of toleration ended in 
the unprecedented totalitarian regimes of 
the century just past. And in the century 
now beginning, the so-called liberal 
democracies seem to be descending into 
the enforced groupthink that has been la
beled "political correctness." 

Dr. Conyers, a professor at the Baylor 
University Theological Seminar}', v\'ants 
to know how we got from there to here. 
His account is an erudite but readable 
tour of political thought from Hobbes to 
the present. To oversimplif)' a very nu-
anced argument, Dr. Conyers shows how 
toleration became, in the modern na
tion-state, essentially an indifference to 
all values except political power and ma
terial prosperity. 

Far from liberating the individual 
from government, toleration liberated 
the individual from every bond and 
obligation except the state—a state now 
without any values except its own will to 
power. The loosened individual has be
come not a free man but a cipher in an 
inarticulate mass society', which has so far 
remained livable only by virtue of 
residues of its civilizational founding and 
Christian patrimony. "Liberation" be
comes the pretty mask to hide elitist pow
er. Emerson perfectly expressed it in the 
poisonous deceit of his Harvard Divinity 
School address: "Build therefore your 
own world, a correspondent revolution in 

things will attend the spirit. So fa.st will 
disagreeable appearances, swine, snakes, 
pests, madhouses, prisons vanish . . . until 
evil is no more seen." 

"To learn where we have begim to 
drift off course is not to regret the entire 
journey," writes Dr. Convers. "Distance, 
nevertheless, gives us perspective." 
There is a fundamental question raised 
by the course of modernity, he argues: 
How long can society maintain itself on 
residues? "How long can it pretend that 
the character and virtiie of a people, that 
which makes social life commodious and 
predictable, can simplv be taken for 
granted?" Will we continue on the per
ilous path of "a form of toleration that, in 
effect, tolerates nothing except the indi
vidual and the state, gi\ing free reign to 
the egotistical forces at either end of the 
spectrum?" 

I have summarized a work that de
serves thoughtful and extended reading 
and that is as relevant to our monrent as 
the sunrise. The Long Truce goes on my 
best shelf with other valued friends of 
contemplation —Richard M. Weaver's 
Ideas Have Consequences, Betrand de 
Jouvenels On Power, l^onald Liv
ingston's Philosophical Melancholy and 
Delerium, and Eric Voegelin's New Sci
ence of Politics. 

Clyde Wilson teaches history at the 
University of South Carolina. 

Waking Up to 
Dumbing Down 

hy Derek Turner 

Dumbing Down: Culture, Politics, 
and the Mass Media 
edited by Ivo Mosle)' 

Bowling Creen: Imprint Academic; 
328pp.,$l9.9S 

C hronicles readers may be rather 
tired of hearing about "dumbing 

down," but the ugh term is just now start
ing to attain cliche status in Britain. Con
servative newspapers like tire Daily Tele
graph and Daily Mail have begun to talk 
about dunrbing down recentiy, in report
ing, for example, that almost 200,000 
children entering British secondary 

schools (11- and 12-vear-olds) could not 
spell "difficult" and that almost one in 
ten believed that Victoria v\as the queen 
who so resolutely opposed the Spanish 
Armada. 

Newspapers on the left, such as the 
Guardian, also use the term, though usu
ally to deny that the phenomenon exists. 
But while it is certainly possible to over
react to dumbing down, or to use the 
phrase as a mask for intellectual and so
cial snobbery, the evidence that ideologi
cally motivated or incompetent teaching 
has, in the words of the quondam head of 
the United Kingdom's Office for Stan
dards in Education, "betrayed a genera
tion " is simplv overwhelming. And, of 
course, the phenomenon is not confined 
to schools, but affects virtually every as
pect of life in Britain. 

While dumbing down is attributable 
to several factors, the most important 
cause is the decline of "high culture"; to 
use the term todav identifies you as an ec
centric, snob, or even a dangerous reac
tionary. Nowadavs, large numbers of 
people (at least in the media, the arts, and 
the universities) seem prepared to accept 
that watching football is as "valid " as 
watching Shakespeare, and that the Mil
lennium Dome had its good points. 

The middle- and upper-class people 
who administer arts ensembles and join 
local symphonv orchestras are losing 
their self-confidence as "anti-clifism," po
litical correctness, and commercialism 
creep into every corner of cultural life. 
Even their Received Pronunciation ac
cent is starting to \'anish, as they try to fit 
into Tonv Blair's "People's Britain." 
Blair himself drops his aitches, and in a 
recent inten. iew said that he had met one 
of his "mates" the otiier day. (He did not 
acquire these election-winning phona-
tions at his elite private school.) 

Echoes of the old suburban self-assur
ance can still be heard at the meetings of 
such bodies as the Royal Institution or on 
BBC Radio ?. But such organizations 
are ever fewer and more enrbattled, fight
ing a continual rearguard action against 
diminishing audiences —which trend 
they tr\' to buck bv introducing more "rel
evant" programs, outraging the faithful 
without making many converts. High 
culture is now held in such low esteem 
that few even among the newly rich both
er sending their children off to the con
servatory or to Paris. On the contrary, 
prime ministers now pretend to be inter
ested in soap-opera characters and foot
ball. The drab "cla.ssless socictv" sought 
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